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Key Selling Points
A collection of 12 top-down knitting patterns for seamless yoked sweaters
Top down knitting creates a beautiful seam free yoke that allows the design to shine and is extremely popular amongst knitters
Patterns include textured and colourwork designs.

Description
Knit beautiful top-down sweaters with 12 different decorative yokes.
Classic yoke sweaters never go out of style - a yoke is the perfect canvas for textured and colorwork patterns, and this collection of knitting 
patterns features designs for 12 different sweaters which will have you reaching for your needles. 
Knitting pattern designer and author, Olga Putano, has designed three basic sweaters patterns for different yarn weights: DK; fingering (also 
known as sock or 4ply), and worsted (aran), so you can choose your preferred style, and then there are patterns for four different yoke designs 
for each of the basic sweaters.
The sweater yoke designs feature stunning but simple colourwork so you can get really creative with your favourite colour palette. The patterns 
only use two colours in a row, so they are suitable for beginner to intermediate knitters but exciting enough to appeal to experienced knitters.
The textured yoke designs are a subtle way to add interest around the neckline with simple cabling techniques, and there are step-by-step 
instructions for cable stitch as well as any other special stitches and techniques. All the sweaters in this collection are knitted top down and in the 
round which means there is no sewing up to do at the end. 

About the Author
Olga Putano is a US based designer who hails from Ukraine. She sells her patterns on Ravelry under the name Handmade Closet and is building a 
large following for her knitwear patterns. She has collaborated with numerous platforms and knitting magazines including Laine magazine and 
Vogue Knitting Live.
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